



































































































































Lectured
Linearperturbationtheory
A.is hinted at in the previous

section discussing the curvaton

perturbations are important for

understanding and construing
models of inflation

In flat space
the only propagating

modes of gravity are the

two polarizations of the graviton

The e 0 m of the graviton in

flat space is obtained in linearized

gravity by writing

9mn 2mn hmu
thmulcal

and only working to linear order in hm

Now hmu is a symmetric 4 4 matr.it
with 10 components with 10

two derivative equations of motion

from the Einstein equation






































































































































However they are not all independent

The covariant conservation of the

Einstein tensor 0MEur o the contracted

Bianchi identities provides 4 constraint

yielding 10 4 6 independent eat
Now consider an infinitesimal
coordinate transformation

M 5 A

such that derivatives of 5 are no

larger than hmu Using that
the metric transforms like

a tensor

gating'cxl gapa
µ

we have

hmu x him X haulx 2352
and the smallness of hmu is

preserved so therefore these types
of infinitesimal coordinate transformation

are symmetries of the linearized

he






































































































































theory
This means that we can use

this gauge redundancy to gauge
away gauge fix y more d of

leaving 10 4 4 6 4 2

dynamical and physical d of

This allows us to go to the

trace less and transverse gauge

ds de't sijthijldxi.dk
where

4 0 and 2 hij 0

de Sitler is also a vacuum

solution with no new d o f as

the cosmological
constant can't fluctuate

Therefore the graviton is de Sitler

again has two degrees of freedom
and we can write the linearized

gravitational fluctuations of






































































































































de sitter as

ds dt a'A Si hi dxidt

again with hii 0 Phi 0 and

axe
ᵗ with H const

In slow roll inflation we are

no Longer in vacuum and while
at the background level H is

no longer constant also at the level

of linearized perturbations
the inflation fluctuations carry

an extra perturbative degree of

freedom

9 tix A 89 t.FI
where q t is the homogenous
background inflaton field
satisfying the Sbw roll equations and

894 7 is the linear perturbation






































































































































The gauge where 89 0

and the linearized metric

takes the form

ds dt a f sijth.jo dxidxi
is called the flat gauge because

there is no scalar curvature perturbation

in this gauge

However by a time reparametrization

t E t St

then
q E q t 9 t St

ALEX y t GIASE 89 t x ̅

so clearly if we choose

st

then at linear order we have

9 E F 9 t

and so the field is homogenous






































































































































This is called the comoving
gauge because in this gauge
the time slices are slices of

constant g and therefor comourly

with 9 In this gauge it is clear

that 9 is acting as a clock

In the comovily gauge the

scalar fluctuation appears in

the metric as fluctuations of

the scale factor
a f a E alt a last

Defining the scalar curvature

perturbation
5 Ést HSt 89

Is dt't Si 1 25 Vi dtidt

to leading order in perturbations






































































































































To leading order this is equivalent
to the another convenient form

ds dtta e'si ri dxidxi

During inflation alt has the

approximative form

as e't alike e't S

So during inflation if f is

constant we can just view it

as a shift in the normalization
of the scale factor This observation

is going to be important later

because 5 in fact is conserved

and const On super
horizon

scales

The fact that 5 is conserved
on super horizon scales is the

main motivation for working with






































































































































this variable Remember the

largest scales we observe to day
are the ones that exited

the horizon earliest during

inflation in an unfair first

out also last in

largest
length scale
insid hor

today
lÉ

hor
I today

1st horizon 2nd tha
cross hov Cross

This means that the perturbation
corresponding to the largest
length scales observed today

are insensitive to most of

the evolution of the universe

in between the early phase of

inflation and today Good for

making predictions of inflation






































































































































g

To see why they are conserved

let's derive their e o m from

their action To find the

action we start by perturbily

S Sgrauts fdaxFg R 2979 24

The simplest way to proceed is

to compare
with the ADM

formalism and write the

metric on
the ADM form

d5 N dt hij dxi Nidt dti nidt

with the ADM ausatz for the

metric the action becomes

S fd xTh NR 2NV W E E EY
N ie Nidice Nh's 92,9

where
Ei Chi Vi N V Ni

E E
and related to the extrinsic curvature






































































































































by ki N'Eij
Defied as

FIR ThN R Kijk 42

when using the ADM formalism
one needs to be a bit careful

as it is not fully coovariant but

only explicitly invariant under

spatial coordinate transformations and

the invariance under

the held of time reparametrization
we did to change gauge is

enforced by thinking of N and

N as lagrange multipliers
whose

equations of motion becomes

constraint equations enforcing
the

invariance These equations are

for N
W N Ei S'jE O

and N

R ZV NYE.ge E N6 0






































































































































which are also referred to as

t t_diian
constraints

For the physical variables
hi

and 9 the two gauges
discussed above

I comovilyg

angesqo.hij afesij.tt
Vii 0 2i8ij 0

2 Flatgarge

89 0 hij a Siitri
Vii 0 Jiri 0

Now solving the constraint

equations using the comoving

gauge yields to first order


































































































































N It 5 Nidif 55
To get the quadratic action for 5
We only need N Ni to first order

Inserting this into the action

gives after integration by parts
and using the background equation

of motion for G
S fdtd a 5 asst

Not that no slow roll approximation

has yet been made

Also note that the action

is proportional to E which

means that 5 becomes unphysical in

pure ds when c 0 The

suppression by is only apparent
after integration by parts
To compare with Mulhanov Feldman Brandenberger

for a move

use 25 Gsematicunderstandingof slowrollhierarchy
https://arxiv.org/abs/0709.2708



Now the e o.mn for 5 is

just the Euler Lagrange eg obtained

from 55 0

2 5 275ns 0

463 5 a is o

Now let's analyse this

equation in Fourier space

514 1 595 Salt eiEx ̅
so J 42

2 a S affusa 0

we see that on superhorizon
scales lekalt obtained by k so.hn

elf above

4 0 2 a'e 51 0

5 0 or a ESα const

5 constant fast decaying term



The most elegant way to analyze
this is to redefine the field

a 5 a 5 25

where prime deronets derivative

with respect to conformal the

2 and H Ala

5 15 EX

a z 5 422 2 11 E

a z fI
X 2 44 PX

Integration by parts

1 2 X A total
derivati

2
21

2



So in terms of X after an

integration by part and neglecting
a total time derivative the

action becomes that of a

minimally coupled scalar field
with time dependent mass m q

Sx fded x X GAY 72

Defining the Fourier modes as

It H f pXaCHeiEx ̅
one finds

Sx fded EX 4 XaX.E Xut

the E L eq

2 1 0

becomes

u 4 E An 0



To leading order in slow roll

we have

Z are
C

adz dt

Z are α E

a alaret

z Z2a H l ÉE 19

2a H 1 ÉE 4

Exercisesi show that this is

true

Rewritting the scale factor in terms

of conformal time gives further

a TIE or H LIFE
9217 1 26

2 96 34



Defining

E v2 4

V2 9 96 34

V 32 36 4
which means that the e 0 in becomes

Xu 4 v2 4 Xu 0

This is the defing function

for Hankel functions linear

combinations of spherical Bessel

functions

Xule EEC.CH thel Ci4HiELa

I tio



In order to fix the integration

constants we need some physical

boundary condition
We are

going to impose
that the field

was initially in vacuum In

order to understand the

initial vacuum state we need

to quantize the field



C icalquandzat.vn
In time dependent perturbation

theory it is often convenient

to adopt the interaction picture

In the interaction picture
the free field theory is evolved

in the Heisenberg picture In genera

H Ho HI

with H the Hamiltonian of the

free theory and HI that of the

interactions so

it AICH AI t Ho

for some operator in the

interaction picture
While

interactions are evolved in

Schrodinger picture
it 1414 HI 14,14

for some interaction picture quantum

state 14 t In free theory
He O and state are the

independent



p t
Now at linear pet theoy
with our H given by the

quadratic Lagrangian of above

there are no interactions so

we just have H and quantize

in the Heisenberg picture
Later

when discussing non Gassianity and

loop effects we will have to

go to higher order
and include

HI

Quantizing A in the Heisenberg

picture using canonical
quantization

we start with promoting
and it canonical conjugate field

Tu Fai Xiu
to operators x ̅ IT and impose
the equal time canonical commutation

relations
Ice x ̅ IQ xD̅ Ice xI̅ LEE'D O

ICE x ̅ G x'̅S ISCE x ̅ CED



The equation of X is that of

an harmonic oscillator

wife 0

with time dependent frequency

with 4

that only depends on 161 4

Since is a real scalar field it

is hermitian ATE x ̅ XC x ̅ which

imply XE X so when quantizing
we can write x ̅ in terms of

raising and lowering operators

Xile Facial I 21

with

Ca EE 8 E Ez

where the vacuum is the state

Eate 02 0



Now clearly the definition of

the vacuum is time dependent
This follows from the fact that

the Hamiltonian

F fd x I CÑJ X

has an explit time dependence

throug 2 e and so energy is

not conserved This is how a rich

universe can be created out of

vacuum

The standard way of dealing
with this phenomena is by
means of a Bogoliubov transformation

Cale Late CeCe.lt pale EÉ zo

Cath α e CÉ 2 Pace CoCo
where 2h Pa are the Bogoliobook
coefficients which has to



Satisfy
Kat I put 1

for the commutation relation

to be preserved in time

Note that the number of particles

at time e if we are initially
in the vacuum 105 is

501 Nato But
where

Nu Cices date



The solution to the dynamical

equation can be obtained

through
fate Efacett pale

with
face z files file i

which is called the Wronshian

condition and ensures that the

canonical commutation relation is

consisten with the one of Ca Cu

we then have that

a e face Éa 2 fattac to

FC2 EE EpEfuLyEucaeihIfacacEcneiig

Inserting into Heisenbergs
equation of motion

ideit IT It



one can verify that face
satisfy the classical equation
of motion with the solution

face Fe C Hitha C Hita
Since we saw that

2401 Ñul0 fat
and Kuk 1ft 1 as well

as fu Fulda βa we see that

in the vacuum no particle state

1βaF O Kat I fifth
fur Eu for where

F GC is some real function of le and

Now as 2 0 no the physical

wavelength 0 so the

wave lengt I CC hecatt so

far inside the horizon at early
d



times the wavelength corresponding
to the 6 mode is tiny compared

to the horizon or the curvature

of the spacetime Hence the

modes are effectively in flat
space just like a tiny flat earther

doesn't realize the curvature of

the earth becacouse earth is

much bigger too big for him shd

to understand

Now for 2 no

Hi 4 IEEE HINEIN
Thus we choose the constants

of proportionality such that

our definition of the vacuum

agrees with the Minkowski

vacuum
at z x

Ca Ez C O



In this way the raising operator

corresponds to creating only a

positive frequency mode in the

vacuum as creating negative

frequency modes would be unphysica

Since formally the norm is Xix iS dx EXIT HF

with Yes.EE YIa.I Ea fishbilities

we then have

net ué Cale.it aEh Eate

for 2

The observables of a quantumfiel

is of course things like

expectation values and correlation

functions For the two poin

correlation function is

OIXE.Ei.IO 8 E 4
2

24
h hit



Inserting or normalized solution
we obtain

4 242 fat

using that Sa Xu z and

that on super horizon scales for
he 0 we have

Hi Eau Ee 2 fact
we obtain on super horizon

scales

Pg.ch flfal2

EfIf h Ila c uPY zj

a 43 20



Defining the spectral tilt

to be

ns 1
04,4 3 20

V2 3 1 22 GE

so
ns 1 24

is on of the major predictions

of inflation Another important
observable is the amplitude of

perturbations Since they are

conserved on super horizon
scales

we can evaluate the amplito

of perturbations by evaluating
the power spectrum

at horizon

e
itpe.ca 2 1 4 FYI.tl HH

pslu HHC.IT u a



termed
So far we calculated the

spectrum of the scalar

perturbations 5 But we

also have two tensor modes

in Sig remember hij a'Cesi ri

with 81 2 O 01

From the ADM action we

obtain at quadratic order

So fdtd a 8,8 adeti i

which in conformal time yields

Siffded't a ji Ji detiper

Now expanding
in plane waves

for the two polarization
modes

81 51 fi 148
e e



Eij lÉij 0 and Ei h fi ca 28ss

So E fdedxafr.ir h'riKi

defining hk a8É

So dedichih 4 E haha

This is the same action as

for a except now 2 a

and so Aa 2 BE

V 3
So for tensor modes we find

nt E 3 2

hT 2

andpyr.SI nT uaI



Factor 8 2 2 2 where

48 8 25h4 464 4 557

8 45h

Obsevationaltestofflaton
We haven't measured the tensor

modes from inflation yet But

from the non observation
we

get important
constraints Let's

consider the ratio called the

tensor to scalar ratio

r 16t 8h

This also called the single fiel consistent

relation and is an important prediction

In R model Starobinsky model



Us I re

for Nr 60

Us 0.967 r 0.0033

Curvate
In the simplest curvator

model the is an inflaton

field 9 and a curnaton

field 0 with just
the

simplest possible potential

V16 0 M q m

The curvaton is very light
an subdominant during inflation

and some curvature pet is

created by the inflator

like before But imagine



the amplitude is too small

to fit the data for instance

if H during inflation
is small

The all the observed perturbations

can instead come from the

curvaton field whic is

just a spectator during

inflation if after the

inflation has decaged into

radiation with energy density

Pr and I start

decreasing as H Ya the

curvaton mass will become

heavy compared
to H m It

at which point the curvaton

will start to oscillate in



its potential with an

energy density Po 3

and soon dominate the

energy density At that point

the density perturbations can

easily be computed by computz

the spa per during inflation

and noting it will stay frozen

for super horizon
modes

2

which by a gauge
transformation

from this flat gauge
into

com oving gauge yields

SPEC 812 p St 0

SE Sf



o

5 Ést HSt i
qsp

by an argument very
similar

to how we found 5 for

the inflation

For the corvaton the

action is just

5 faux de a O 2014mV

So doing the field redefinition

A do

we find

S fd xdz a 7 2 0
m a X

41 42 1242 34 32 7
with Ro IF
É a aaj ñ aé a'Cal I are



a H
FE 42

Vo 2 36 32 E t.tt

V5 9,436 340 961 46 44

V HEE 32 t_

tE Yo
so for the simplest curvaton we

find

ns 1 3 24

Ms 1 2Et2Yo

During 6 inflation IN
and since we need 60 number

of e folds

Us 0,99



In a mixed model us could

have a contribution from the

inflation also

R

ns 1 2 IFR 26 240

r

Also pre big bang and Elpyrotic
Scenarios require a curvaton

as the contracting phases to not

need lead to a flat spectron
In fact for this reason

Andrei Linde called New Epyrot
scenario for Pre big bang with

a curvaton heart



Observations
Most important contraints on

us r comes from Planch

Assuming A CDM they found

clearly that Starobinsley inf lation

is favoured

https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.06211



Most people thought this result

is very robust since perturbations
conserved on horizon scales so

insensitive to early universe physics

before creation of CMB and late

time evolution of universe also

very constrained

However the Hubble tension

is sending another message

The Hubble tension a 5 0

disagreement
in the measurent

oth the Hubble constant today

when assuring
StCMB and

using CMB and when measurin

it directly using supernovae

New Early Dark Energy NEDE

is at the time of writing



the best theory for adressing
the tension by adding new

physics to ICMB It involves

a 1st order phase transition in

Dark Energy just before
recombinatio

NEDE however implies that

ns 20.99 which rules out

starobinsky inflation but favours

the simplest corvaton model

see fig

https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.02708


